
Longitudinal polarization at TLEP-Z?

Main interest: measure EW couplings at the Z peak most of which provide measurements
of  sin2leptW = e2/g2  (mz)   
-- not to be confused with -- sin2W  = 1- mw

2/mz
2

Useful references from the past: 
«polarization at LEP» CERN Yellow Report  88-02
Precision Electroweak Measurements on the Z Resonance
Phys.Rept.427:257-454,2006  
http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0509008v3
GigaZ @ ILC by K. Moenig

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0509008v3
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Measuring sin2W
eff (mZ)

sin2W
eff  ¼ (1- gV/gA)

gV = gL + gR

gA = gL - gR

𝑔𝑒𝑉
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relations to the well measured

GF mZ aQED

Dr = a /p  (mtop/mZ)
2

- a /4p  log (mh/mZ)
2

at first order:

e3  = cos
2w a /9p  log (mh/mZ)

2

dnb =20/13 a /p  (mtop/mZ)
2

complete formulae at 2d order
including strong corrections 
are available in fitting codes

e.g. ZFITTER , GFITTER

EWRCs





Extracting physics from sin2leptW

Uncertainties in mtop , Da(mz) , mH , etc…. 
Dsin2leptW ~  Da(mz) /3           =   10-5  if we can reduce Da(mz) (see P. Janot)

2. Comparison with mw/mZ

Compare above formula with similar one: 

sin2W  cos2W  =                                  
1

1−( )

Where it can be seen that Da(mz) cancels in the relation.
The limiting error is the error on mW.  
For DmW= 0.5 MeV this corresponds to Dsin2leptW = 10-5

1. Direct comparison with mZ



Assume for now ONE experiment at ECM=91.2 

Luminosity «baseline» with beta*=1mm : 2.1 1036/cm2/s  = 2 pb-1/s, 
Sigma_had = 31 10-33cm2  

 6.5 1011 qq events/107 year/exp.  

Consider 3 years of 107 s  
2 1012 Zqq events (typical exp at LEP was 4.106)
4 1011 Zbb

1011 Z ,  each



Will consider today the contribution of the Center-of-mass energy systematic errors

Today: step I, compare
ILC measurement of ALR with 109 Z and Pe- =80%, Pe+ =30%  

FCC-ee measurement of AFB
 and  AFB

Pol ()  with 2.1012 Z 



ALR (P) and AFB ()

Both measure the weak mixing angle as defined by the relation   Al = 
𝑔𝑒𝐿

2− 𝑔𝑒𝑅
2

𝑔𝑒𝐿
2+ 𝑔𝑒𝑅

2

with 𝑔𝑒𝐿 = ½ -sin2lept
W  and 𝑔𝑒𝑅 = -sin2lept

W     Al   8(1/4 -sin2lept
W )

ALR = Ae

AFB
= ¾ Ae A = ¾ Al

2

-- AFB
 is measured using muon pairs   (5% of visible Z decays)  and unpolarized beams

-- ALR is measured using all statistics of visible Z decays with beams of 
alternating longitudinal polarization

both with very small experimental systematics

-- parametric sensitivity
𝑑AFB



𝑑sin2lept
W

= 1.73   vs
𝑑ALR

𝑑sin2lept
W

= 7.9 

-- sensitivity to center-of-mass energy (w.r.t. mZ ) is larger for AFB


𝜕AFB


𝜕 𝑠
= 0.09/GeV vs 

𝜕ALR

𝜕 𝑠
= 0.019/GeV

“an 80 MeV uncertainty in Ecm corresponds to a 1% error on ALR’’ (relative error)

But of course AFB
 benefits from much larger statistics and Ecm precision of circular collider



K. Moening:



Measurement of ALR

DALR  = 0.000015   with 1011 Z  and 40% polarization in collisions.

Dsin2θW
eff (stat) = O(2.10-6)

DALR  = 
statistics

Verifies polarimeter with experimentally measured cross-section ratios 



Conclude that Dsin2lept
W ~ 10-5



Will consider two sources of errors

-- statistics
-- uncertainty on center-of-mass energy (relative to the  Z mass) 

main inputs taken from
arXiv:hep-ex/0509008v3 precision measurements on the Z resonance 
Phys. Rep. 427:257-454,2006

there are other uncertainties but they are very small for AFB

This is a lower limit estimate for ALR  ; the systematics related to knowledge of 
the beam polarization (80% for e-, 30% for e+) should also be taken into account

http://arxiv.org/abs/hep-ex/0509008v3




AFB
 @ FCC-

ee
ALR @ ILC

visible Z 
decays

1012 visible Z 
decays

109

muon pairs 1011 beam
polarization

90%

DAFB
 (stat) 3 10-6 DALR (stat) 4.2 10-5

D Ecm (MeV) 0.1 2.2

DAFB
 (ECM ) 9.2 10-6 DALR (ECM ) 4.1 10-5

DAFB
 1.0 10-5 DALR 5.9 10-5

Dsin2lept
W 5.9 10-6 7.5 10-6

from AFB
 LEP 2.107Z SLC, 5.105 Z                  Da= 0.00035 Da= 0.00003

Dsin2lept
W 5.3 10-4 2.6 10-4 1.2 10-4 1. 10-5

W.A. 1.6 10-4



The forward backward tau polarization
asymmetry is very clean. 
Dependence on ECM same as ALR negl. 

ALEPH data 160 pb-1 (80 s @ FCC-ee !)

Already at systematic level of 510-4

6 10-5 on 
much improvement possible 
by using dedicated selection
e.g. tau p v  to avoid had. model



Concluding remarks for today: 

1. The Energy uncertainty on the muon Forward Backward uncertainty
in FCC-ee is < that encurred in LC for A_LR measurement

2. At FCC-ee the Forward backward asymmetry for muons and the tau polarization
FB asymmetry should give a result at least as good as that given by ALR at ILC with GIGAZ. 

3. All  exceeds the theoretical precision from Da(mZ) or the comparison with mW 

But this precision on Dsin2leptW can only be exploited at FCC-ee!

3. from AFB
b we should extract the b-quark couplings, not the lepton coupling

IF there is a case for longitudinal polarization it should come from this. 







Going through the observables

Or 

the weak mixing angle as defined by the relation   

Al = 
2𝑔𝑒𝑉 𝑔

𝑒
𝐴

𝑔𝑒𝑉
2+ 𝑔𝑒𝐴

2
=

𝑔𝑒𝐿
2− 𝑔𝑒𝑅

2

𝑔𝑒𝐿
2+ 𝑔𝑒𝑅

2

with 𝑔𝑒𝐿 = ½ -sin2lept
W  and 𝑔𝑒𝑅 = -sin2lept

W       

Al   8(1/4 -sin2lept
W )   very sensitive to sin2lept

W !

ALR = Ae measured from (vis ,L - vis ,R ) / (vis ,L - vis ,R ) 
( total visible cross-section had +  +  (35 nb) for 100% Left Polarization

AFB
= ¾ Ae A = ¾ Al

2


